
False Imprisonment



False Imprisonment

• The intentional act or omission that confines or restrains the plaintiff to a 
bounded area.

• The Plaintiff generally must be aware of the confinement, but…
• The Plaintiff can still recover, even if he was unaware of the confinement, if the 

confinement resulted in actual harm to the P.



False Imprisonment: Bobby The Knight
For some reason 13-year-old Bobby likes to pretend 
to be a Knight from the middle ages. He enjoyed 
dressing up and collecting old swords. Despite his 
parent’s warnings that he was going to “get into 
trouble” they did not do much to deter him. In fact, 
the local police warned his parents that they 
needed to take action, and at least take away 
Bobby’s weapons, but they assumed he would grow 
out of it. One night Bobby went on a rampage of 
sorts, convinced he was doing his Knightly duties.



Bobby The Knight Continued…

Roper, Bobby’s neighbor, saw Bobby on this rampage of his and 
decided to take action. When Bobby nicked him with his sword, 
Mr. Roper managed to get Bobby into the basement of his home 
and lock the door. Bobby was unhappy and caused quite a bit of 
damage. Mr. Roper’s intent was to call the police and Bobby’s 
parents, but busy tending to his wounds, forgot about poor Bobby 
until the next morning. Does Bobby have a claim against Mr. 
Roper?



Discussion of Bobby The Knight: False 
Imprisonment
1. Intent to confine 2. Actual or constructive confinement 3. Plaintiff 
aware of confinement 4. Plaintiff did not consent to confinement. 

Let’s Apply Our Law to Our Facts:
Here, Roper intent to confine Bobby when he locked him in the 
basement. 2. Bobby was actually confined because he could not leave 
his basement. 3. Bobby was aware if his confinement. 4. Bobby did not 
consent to being confined.

We Have False Imprisonment!



But…. (Bobby Continued)

Roper may raise the defense of others because he could have 
reasonably believed that 3rd parties may be in danger of Bobby’s 
“rampage.”
Roper may also claim public necessity if he felt that Bobby was 
committing property torts against others.
BUT Roper “forgot” about poor Bobby, instead of calling Bobby’s 
parents, so most likely the defenses will not work because the 
confinement was not reasonable under the circumstances. 



False Imprisonment: Shopkeepers Privilege

Little old lady Jones is shopping at ValueMart. As she is elderly and 
forgetful, she keeps reaching into her pocket to pull out a list of things 
she needs to buy. Smithers, the store guard, notices this behavior and 
eyes her suspiciously. Little old Lady Jones realizes that she forgot her 
checkbook at home, and goes to leave the store.



False Imprisonment: Shopkeepers Privilege Continued….

Smithers, thinking she has stolen goods, detains her while she is 
attempting to leave, asserting that she has to stay here or he will call 
the cops. Little old Lady Jones is visibly shaken and upset. Smithers 
detains her for hours, until finally determining that she did nothing 
illegal.

Does Little Old Lady Jones have a claim of false imprisonment against 
Smithers?



Discussion of the Shopkeeper’s Privilege

All the elements of False Imprisonment are met. 
The Shopkeeper’s Privilege state that a shopkeeper 
may use reasonable confinement if he suspects 
shoplifting.
However, “hours” seems to be an unreasonable
amount of time to keep a visibly upset old lady, 
especially when there is no evidence that she stole 
anything. 


